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Abstract:
Many young people find love and falling in love interesting and they touch the youngsters’ lives: love fascinates, confuses, and hurts; yet, the young dream of it. For a young person, falling in love can mean an extremely powerful emotional experience which enraptures and hurts.
Creating and upholding human relationships is not easy and social skills develop along with life experiences. Even falling in love is a learning experience. But how could the ability of falling in love is taught? This article discusses what the parents’ and adults’ role is in supporting the young in their intimate relationships.
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Introduction
Already before puberty, the young wonder about the secrets of love: How does love feel like? Who is the right for me? And will I become beloved? They dream of love but it also confuses. Today’s youngsters’ unreasonable expectations towards love appear as their belief that love is an answer and solution to almost all problems [47] [59]. In addition, love is considered as the most important source for personal coping and pleasure because the young seem to expect that love offers the perfect pleasure by healing and making things easier, removing all the obstacles to happiness including their own weaknesses. The higher expectations are, the greater are the disappointments [7]. Dreams can turn into a trap if they consist of unrealistic hopes. Instead of making life easier, love can actually hurt. How could the young be supported when they try to create permanent intimate relationships?
After having started a research project in the field of love psychology in the University of Lapland, Finland, I wrote based on this project altogether eight studies about the fascination and painfulness of love and falling in love [45] [46] [47]. 55 under 25-year-old young participated in this research, who on the one hand talked about the happiness of falling in love and, on the other hand, about the pain and crises it causes.

The Phenomenon of Falling in Love
Several phases of falling in love have been specified [14] [29] [30] [34] [57], as the power of falling in love as an emotional experience has been comprehensively studied [1] [21] [52] [54]. My own research showed how falling in love can be a powerful emotional whirlwind that causes a temporary, yet fascinating metamorphosis. This kind of metamorphosis enthuses in three ways when falling in love:
1) The one in love sees the surrounding reality as ennobled, people seem friendlier, and all the voices sound more melodious. [44]
2) Similarly, the partner is seen with admiration through the rose-tinted glasses: his/her Positive features are emphasized and the negative ones are ignored. "Looking with the eyes of love the pockmarks seem dimples”, says a proverb. [42]
3) Self-respect of the one in love increases. The appreciative words one get with love proves that one is worth loving and all this appears as contentment and happiness. This is how the one in love feels of becoming physically and mentally more appealing and makes one beaming. Being loved by the other gives strength and meaning for one’s existence. Thus, love can be experienced as a sort of magical mirror that reflects one as good and beautiful. [5] [26] [35].
Despite it being enchanting, the early phase of falling in love is temporal and no one can avoid crises or changes. When life becomes back to normal, the new kinds of expectations are aimed at
the partner. “Love is rough and enchantment is cruel making one die with one’s boots on and eyes left open”, says a Finnish proverb. There are more and more studies about the crises, touchstones, and pitfalls that come along with the process of falling in love. Bergman (1995) and Gordon (2008) talk about “the dark sides” of falling in love, jealousy, possessiveness and excessive dependency [4], Peele (1988), for her part, refers to “lovesickness”. Since the 1980s, a numerous amount of guides for the difficulties of love especially for women and to overpass an excessive dependency that have became bestseller have written in Western world [15] [17] [49].

The crisis that occurs along the process of falling in love involves many kinds of experiences and feelings of disappointment, helplessness, and insecurity [8] [28]. I have categorized into four themes the problems that came up from the interviews and essays written by the research subjects:
1) The difficulty of facing and accepting the unillusioned reality [22]
2) The paradox of being alone and together [20], [51] [56]
3) Balancing between separateness and proximity [40]
4) Love addiction and dependency [13] [55]
5) The difficulty of one’s own autonomy, loneliness, and individuality [22] [56] [47]

The aim of this article
The praise for love can be high. Still the human and love relationships are the fundamental power of life and giving meaning for life. But could the ability to love be taught? Surely, the experiences of love are educative as such; but how the children and the young could be protected by rearing from too painful phases and how could the maturing youngsters’ ability to love be enhanced? Love brings the biggest joy and fascinates and one should be able to enjoy it but it would also be important that the young would learn to know that love is not just happiness nor does it even guarantee it. Next I will discuss some perspectives on the role of upbringing and adults when understanding and supporting the young love.

Some Perspectives on Rearing
Upbringing provides people with the readiness to nourish human relationships and, similarly, the experiences gained from relationships function as sources for self-development. Parents give an example for the young how to nurture human relationships and the ability to love. A devoted relationship between the parents and a child [11] is the basic component of human behavioral repertoire and creates the ability to love [19]. By the parents’ caring they learn both to seek conform and trust and to explore the world – to work, play, discover, create [25]. Feeney and Van Vleet (2010) point out, how secure base concept provides an important theoretical basis for understanding, how people can grow as a result of being attached to someone.

The rearing adults and teachers should support the young in creating intimate relationships but what it comes to love, adults’ expertise may be questioned by the young people. Falling in love and infatuation are phenomena that can make the young dramatically change both in relation to the parents and to school work. Educators should be aware of it.

The Different Rearing of Girls and Boys
Girls and boys have different kind of preparedness to dating [18] [47]. Certainly, the manners of falling in love vary by individuals and everyone loves by their own way [2] [36], but by rearing girls and boys get different kinds of stimuli for emotional processing [12] [39] [43]. Still, youngsters’ ability to show attachment varies. Nor is it is not easy to regulate emotions [2].

Girls start the so called would-you-play-with-me negotiations already at kindergarten and seek their way to the company of the best friend. They discuss things even with their moms. Therefore, girls learn about intimacy and practice sharing their deepest and most intimate emotional experiences and paying attention to the other. Their verbal and social skills develop. At the same time, their sensibility to notice others’ hopes and expectations strengthens. [38]

Instead, boys hang out in large groups and do everything exciting. The competitiveness and trials of strength are part of boys’ growing environment. Instead of talking, they do things. Even with dad,
they prefer going to watch a soccer game or playing pc-games leaving not much space for talking or figuring out their feelings. Therefore, girls and boys enter the dating age with different kind of readiness: usually, girls have learnt emotional regulation, expression, and interpretation better than boys have. [9] [10] Although girls have good emotional skills, falling in love appears as a strong desire to adjust among many young girls. They might give up other friends, hobbies, and many things important to them just to please their boyfriends. Tästä ilmiöstä Dorothy Tennov (1979) käyttää nimitystä limerence. Girls become sensitive in every way in order to please their loved ones. A boyfriend’s love seems to be enough for them and thus, at its worst, they sacrifice their own personality and interests in the name of love. In adulthood, this kind of love can turn into a dependency, become addiction or codependency by nature. [13] [28] [50] [55]

For boys, losing love can be an insuperable experience. The very first love can be fascinating for the young men because of all the intimate experiences it provides to them. The feeling that you can get close to the other, talk and open up, and become heard can become especially significant. [6] [16], [21] [51] [52] [54]. Therefore, the crises and disappointments after having fallen in love or losing the loved one can feel extremely painful. One young man blamed himself by stating that "this has happened only to me" or "there is something wrong with me". There can be too many demands on one's self-esteem. Broken dreams and disappointments in love are one reason for the suicides committed by young Finnish men [31] [60]. The problems tend to culminate because men do not discuss the trouble that love involves; boys do not talk about these matters, nor are they ventilated by the models provided by show business.

How does Falling in Love affect the Young People’s Schoolwork and Studies? Falling in love affects school going and studying like a two-edged sword. On the one hand, falling in love may disturb concentration and limit the time used in doing the learning tasks. School or studying may appear irrelevant or ordinary and dull compared with the flush of falling in love. Daydreaming, the flush of love, the emotional whirlpool of pleasure, swinging moods as well as the fear and insecurity of losing love [51] go round and round in the mind and thus, can disturb studying, school work, and hobbies. On the other hand, falling in love can also enhance studying, fire and inspire. The young can discover new abilities and possibilities to express themselves. The self-image of the one in love is usually strong; falling in love as such gives strength and a feeling that one is better, stronger, and more dignified than before [5]. Being beloved makes one satisfied and appreciate oneself and that reflects in one’s presence and behavior [35]. Young people can achieve things in schoolwork, studying, and hobbies that they could not achieve without their loved one’s existence. They can rise to the challenges more courageously than before; but they can also channel their interest in a direction that can disturb studying. School work and studying demand always efforts and bother in order to be able to enjoy the results. How well prepared the young are to this toil and persistent action depends on the fact to what extent they have thought about their future, goals for life, and the means to achieving them. To be able to make the right choices and achieve the dreams, the young need adults who listen to and care for them [32].

Adults Should Take the Youngsters’ Love Seriously An adults’ task is to support the young both at the moment of the flush of love and disappointments and crises [48]. This necessitates that an adult knows and realizes what falling in love is about. The young are going through a tender developmental phase in their emotional life. They may trust headlong in their emotions without being able to listen to the advice or warnings. Nor could any adult be the highest or self-justified authority in love as the experience of love is personal to everyone. As an emotional phenomenon, falling in love is located between the experiences of extreme pleasure and the deepest distress and disappointments – in a way that the young have not experienced before [33].
Falling in love is also a learning experience for the young people [23]. When dating and falling in love they search, test, and assess themselves and others. They learn about their inner reality, those things that please them and hurt them. At the same time, they increase their awareness and understanding not only about the separateness between their own and others’ feelings and expectations but also about the dissimilarity between them. In this way, falling in love is often a climax in life, a certain turn of events, or border crossing where life and one’s own self are formed in a new way.

Adults need a certain kind of alertness and sensitivity [18] [27]. They cannot impose their own advice on the young people at the phase in which they are likely to shut their ears and refuse dumping their own solid truths. They can be helped only if they are willing to receive help. Even if adults saw the harrowing and destroying nature of love, they have to be able to time the way and time of their support at a moment when the young are ready to think over their own situation [24]. The knowledge about the phases of a dating process and its many-sidedness is of primary importance to the educators [37]. Their own experiences are not enough: the validity of these experiences should indeed be pondered through their experiences of life. No one can name themselves as the experts of love.

Obviously, one would like to see the young to adapt and receive information about the nature of falling in love before their own experience to prepare them for all the fascinating and painful experiences. These things should be discussed in a satisfactory multi-dimensional manner and distributing information should not be only the school’s responsibility [53]. Youth work and church work with confirmation classes could share the information to the young. Nor is this information sharing late in early adulthood, for example during military service. Adults should let the young enjoy and be happy of what life and love can offer at their best. When problems and crises occur, they should not be ignored, undermined, or nullified believing that things will go well with time. The disappointments that love brings can incur quite severe and tragic consequences.

Adults can help the young to foresee the crises; they can assure the young that love is not easy and problems and conflicts belong to emotional human relationships. If dating ends, the young have learnt something about themselves. For the one who lives in balance with one self life can offer many opportunities for satisfaction. In order to be capable of controlling their personal life, the young have to be supported in discovering their own field of competencies, their own separateness, and their own goals. At its best, love is a resource but the keys of happiness cannot be found in others’ pockets. What people think of themselves, directs their life.

**Adults Should Encourage Youngsters to Learn Self-Appreciation**

Learning to appreciate the self can be the way to cherish human relationships. To be able to love the other, one has to love oneself as well. The ability to love requires that one accepts one’s own self and uniqueness. Then, a human being can achieve his/her own separateness: he/she knows what he/she wants, feels, and thinks; holds on to his/her words, promises, and actions; is able to appreciate his/her own decisions and to defend them; and does not always demand protection, caring, and love. Attaining this kind of autonomy requires one leaving the childhood years behind and breaking out of the child’s role and dependency.

On the other hand, Rollo May (1969) has noted that love is the paradox that means very powerful self-consciousness and assimilation with the beloved one. One can love the other only in relation with the degree of one’s own independency. Only those who can live according to their own expectations are able to love in a genuine way. In this sense, love is a space where the priority is merely on the relationship with the self than with the other. With well-developed self-appreciation, one can respect the other’s dissimilarity and individuality as well. When loving oneself, one can accept not only one’s own good and bad sides but a partner’s as well – and will not expect the partner to be perfect either.
How can people learn to accept themselves, learn to respect themselves from their without asking for evidence from others? Instead of saddling the others with one’s own responsibility of satisfaction and happiness, one should be able to see one’s own share and responsibility in love. Self-appreciation is enhanced by learning to enjoy one’s own success and achievements instead of clinging to others. Every youngster has their own fields of expertise and competencies as well as numerous things making their life satisfying and rich. Studying, work, friends, recreation, and relaxation in the midst of various hobbies, artistic and operational activities provide the young with opportunities to succeed and contents for life. With many fields of interest and know-how as well as sources for satisfaction, one understands better that love is not the answer to everything and thus, does not expect non-stop proof or guarantees from love.
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